INTRODUCTION
Computation of multidimensional integrals is one of the most time-consuming tasks in physics. Standard approaches either have high complexity or require sophisticated quadrature schemes. Already in a three-dimensional case the integrand may depend on many parameters and should be computed many times, so the computational cost of the simplest tensor-product quadratures is an important issue.
One of the promising tools to reduce the dimensionality of the problem (and hence the number of mesh points where the integrand should be calculated) is the usage of separation of variables in the integrand (see, for example, [1, 2] ). The idea was known for a long time (for examples we refer the reader to the review [3] ), but it has become practically useful after the fast algorithms of decompositions of functions in a separated form had been obtained in two- [4, 5] , three- [6, 7] and multidimensional cases [8, 9] .
Let F (x, y) be a function of two variables x, y where point (x, y) is in a certain rectangle [a x , b x ] ⊗ [a y , b y ]. The function is said to be in a separated form if it can be represented as a sum of products of univariate functions:
σ τ u τ (x)g τ (y).
(
2 CANDECOMP/PARAFAC) decomposition [3, 10] . The reader can find examples of applications of separated representations in multidimensional cases in [1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . For a function given in the separated form the integration is simplified a lot. Indeed, 
and the problem is reduced to the computation of one-dimensional integrals, which can be computed using fewer quadrature points than the original integral.
In case of a discrete approximation of (1)
with the error ε in the Frobenious norm the number q is called ε-rank. We shall assume the notion of ε-rank when the term rank will be mentioned in the text bellow. Expression (3) can be rewritten in the matrix form
where A is an n × m matrix with elements A ij = F (x i , y j ), U is an n × q matrix with elements U iτ = u τ (x i ), G is an m × q matrix with elements G jτ = g τ (y j ) and Σ is a q × q diagonal matrix with elements σ τ on the diagonal. This is a standard low-rank approximation problem for a given matrix. Provided that a good low-rank approximation exists, there are very efficient cross approximation algorithms [4, 5] that need only O((n + m)q) elements of a matrix to be computed. In this paper we describe how to apply this technique to speedup computations of threedimensional integrals in the energy deposition model intended to describe ion-atomic collisions. This model was introduced by N. Bohr [20] and developed further by A. Russek and J. Meli [21] , C.L. Cocke [22] , and V.P. Shevelko at al. [23] . Theoretical development of the model is presented in [23, 24, 25, 26] . Examples of calculations are reported in [27, 28, 29, 30] . Detailed description of the computer code DEPOSIT and user guide are given in [31] and its updated version based on the separated representations is avialable in [32] .
The code DEPOSIT allows to calculate total and multiple electron loss cross sections and ionization probabilities needed for estimation of losses and lifetimes of fast ion beams, background pressures and pumping requirements in accelerators and storage rings. All of them are, in fact, functionals of the deposited energy T (b) (b is the impact parameter of the projectile ion), which in turn is a three-dimensional integral over the coordinate space. To calculate any of these parameters one has to compute T (b) in all points of the b-mesh.
In the original work [31] an advanced quadrature technique was used, and the computational time has appeared to be much faster in a comparison with direct usage of uniform meshes. Calculation of the deposited energy T (b) for a given atomic shell in one point b took about several seconds. For complex ions it was about few hours on one processor core in total, that is not enough fast. To overcome this issue a fully scalable parallel variant of the algorithm was proposed, but the computational time was still large.
We present an entirely different approach for the computation of T (b) in many points of the bmesh based on the idea of separation of variables (1) . An approximation of functions to be integrated by a sum of products of univariate functions allows to effectively decrease the dimensionality of the problem. This requires active usage of numerical and analytical tools.
The problem setting is as follows. The deposited energy T (b) is a three-dimensional integral
It involves cylindrically symmetric function of two variables (the energy gain ∆E during an ionatomic collision) which is a smooth finite function and spherically symmetric function of three variables (electron density in a Slater-type approximation) which decays exponentially. For details 3 and definitions we refer the reader to Appendix A. Previous approach [31] used tensor-product quadratures in spherical coordinates. We use very fine uniform meshes and low-rank approximation. In Section 2.1 the Slater-type function of three variables is decomposed by the exponential sums approach [33, 34] . The integral is immediately reduced to a two-dimensional one of a simpler structure. In Section 2.2 for a function of two variables we use the pseudo-skeleton decomposition of matrices [35, 36, 37] computed via a variant of the incomplete cross approximation algorithm [4] . Combining these two representations we obtain then an efficient algorithm with O(n) scaling, in comparison with O(n 3 ) complexity for direct integration over a three-dimensional mesh. We show numerically that the function in question can be well-approximated by a separable function. Thus, the approximation can be computed in O(n) time, where n is the number of grid points in one dimension. The computation of T (b) on the whole b-mesh takes less then one minute instead of several hours and total speedup of the program is about ∼ 10 3 times. Illustrative examples are given in Section 2.3. All the equations related to the physical model are written in atomic units.
NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

Exponential sums.
In this section we present analytical expansion of the spherically symmetric electron density ρ γ (r) in Cartesian coordinates as a sum of separable functions. We use this decomposition later in Section 2.2 for analytical integration in one dimension.
A three-dimensional electron density ρ γ (r) is taken in a Slater-type approximation
where integer parameter α γ and real C γ and β γ correspond to one atomic shell labeled by γ (see also Appendix B for description of parameters). For the density ρ γ (r) the following normalization condition occurs
where N γ is the number of electrons in a γ-shell. For the sake of simplicity index γ will be skipped and only one shell will be considered in equations bellow. For a function ρ(x, y, z) defined in (6) the separation of variables (1) in Cartesian coordinates can be done analytically [33, 34, 38, 39] . The main idea is to approximate the Slater density function by a sum of Gaussians
Once the approximation (8) is computed, the separation of variables in Cartesian coordinates is immediately done
The technique for computation of nodes λ k and weights η k is based on the computation of inverse Laplace transform. Let us consider a function f αβ (t) such that its Laplace transform is a function F αβ (s):
where α and β are parameters of Slater density (6). Inverse Laplace transform f αβ (x) can be computed analytically for known F αβ (s) (10) . In Appendix B we present explicit expressions for functions f αβ (t) corresponding to function (10) for integer α and real positive β.
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Once function f αβ (t) in expression (10) is known, the integral (10) can be computed numerically and approximated by a quadrature formula
Here w k and e t k are quadrature weights and nodes, respectively. The procedure to compute weights and nodes was taken from the paper [34] . For the reader's convenience we give the formula and its derivation in Appendix C.
Comparision with equation (8) gives
It appears that not many quadrature points (at fixed r) are required to achieve the accuracy of the expansion of order 10 −7 in the Chebyshev norm due to the hyper-exponential decay. Practically, such an accuracy is quite enough for the physical meaning of the model. However, r is going to be very small, as soon as the finer grids (i.e. for a large number of nodes) are required for higher precision. Estimation of upper bound K in sum (11) which has the logarithmic dependence is given in Appendix D.
Fast computation of T (b).
In this section we describe a numerical scheme based on the cross decomposition of two dimensional integrand. Dimensionality reduction (from three to two dimensions) is achieved by means of the separated representation of Slater density obtained in the previous Section.
Discretization of one-dimensional integrals in (2) by some quadrature formula with nodes
j , leads to the approximation
To get the decomposition (3) we apply 2d-cross algorithm [4, 40] implemented in [32] .
A three-dimensional integral T (b) defined in (5) can be reduced to a two-dimensional integral by means of the decomposition (9)
and analytical evaluation of one-dimensional Gaussian integral
Suppose that ∆E(x, z − b) has been decomposed as follows
Then the integration (16) can be reduced to a sequence of one-dimensional integrations.
For the numerical approximation of integrals (19) and (20) we use quadrature formula with uniform quadrature nodes (although any suitable quadrature can be used)
We sample the impact parameter b (which can take only positive values) with the same step h z
This allows us to introduce a new variablez = z − b discretized as follows
and such that for the boundary conditions (24), (25), (26) 
Thus, the approximation problem (17) reduces to the low-rank approximation of the extended
This should be done only once (using the cross approximation algorithm), and the final approximation of integral (23) reads
The calculation of T (b) can be summarized in the following algorithm. 1: for every γ-shell of the projectile ion do 2: compute the decomposition (8) for ρ(r) 3: compute the cross approximation for the matrix ∆E(x i ,z j ) defined in (28) 4:
for τ = 1 . . . q do 6: compute the integral I τ k defined in (21) 7:
for every b l required do 8: for k = 0 . . . K do 9: for τ = 1 . . . q do 10: compute the integral J τ k (b l ) defined in (29) 11: (18) 6 Finally, the question is how to compute T (b) for many different values of b. The direct summation requires O(N 2 ) operations. But a closer look reveals that it is in fact a discrete convolution, which can be computed in linear cost. Nevertheless, due to the exponential decay of factors e η k xi and e η kzj in sums (21) and (29) correspondingly, there is a very small number of terms, such that a direct summation after the truncation is much faster. This can be easily seen from values of parameter θ x defined as
where N (X) is the cardinality of set X. For details, please, see Table II and discussion in the following Section 2.3.
Numerical experiments and discussions.
Once the analytical expansion (9) is obtained, the full calculation of T (b) consists of two steps (see algorithm in Section 2.2): calculation of the cross decomposition of integrand (16) on the extended z-mesh (26) and computation of all integrals I τ k and J τ k (b l ) for all b l from (25) . There is no need in all the time recalculation of the cross approximation (28) for the full computation of these integrals.
After it is computed (that is σ τ , u τ (x i ) and g τ (z j ) are known), the calculation of I τ k and J τ k (b l ) starts.
In Table I we present times T cross and ranks q calculated for the energy gains ∆E γ (x,z) corresponding to two ion-atomic collision examples (Au 26+ + O and U 28+ + Xe). Values of T cross are reported for different sizes of (x,z)-mesh and the relative accuracy of the cross decomposition. One can find that T cross is about 10 −1 ∼ 10 0 second in order of magnitude. Given that the full computation of integrals I τ k and J τ k (b l ) for all b l takes approximately 5000 · 5 · 10 −3 = 25 seconds (the average value of column T S in Table II for 5000 b values), we can conclude that the cross approximation becomes then a pre-computing stage with a tiny contribution to the total computational time.
An important parameter in sum (28) is the rank value q. It determines the complexity of the algorithm (the smaller q, the better). As it follows from the numerical experiments, ranks of ∆E γ (x,z) decomposition are small (Table I) against the mesh size. It means that for real physical systems the cross decomposition is a very prominent tool. It allows to decrease the complexity of the problem in practice from O(n 2 ) elements to O(q · n) elements where q ≪ n. In Table II we present the program speedup for every atomic shell. In quadrature sum (21) all terms less then ǫ = 10 −20 were thrown out for every x i due to the exponential decay of factors e −η k x 2 i for every fixed η k . Parameter θ x is defined as a relative number of terms in total summation of I τ k over all k and i (equation (21) and (30)), above the threshold ǫ. As it can be seen from the table, there are only a few percent of terms to be summed, which considerably reduces the sum and speeds up the total calculation. Parameter θ x decreases when going from top to bottom of the third column (for one system). That is why the time T S also decreases while both ranks K and q increase. The same situation occurs for sum (29) overz j .
Another important question is the full accuracy of the computation. As it was mentioned above, it consists of two contributions acquired from the cross approximation and the quadrature summations. In equations (21) and (29) values σ τ , u τ (x i ) and g τ (z j ) are approximated with the cross accuracy ε c , while the quadrature sum is calculated with an error ε i . In Table III and Table IV we provide a numerical example demonstrating the actual error for the integral T (b) for small enough mesh sizes. We consider the worst case b = 0, when the integrand has the most singular behavior (because the Slater density has no higher derivatives at r = 0). As it follows from our results the scheme holds the third order for the Simpson rule, even in the worst singular case. In other cases b > 0 it holds the fourth order. These results show that the claimed accuracy is achieved and the numerical scheme holds the order of integration up to the accuracy of the approximated function.
Finally, we can conclude that usage of the technique based on separated representations (18) allows to decrease the total time of computing of T (b) by a factor of ∼ 10 3 in comparison to the previous version. In practice, computational time is reduced from several hours to one minute or less on the same hardware. 7 Table I . Ranks q of the decomposition (28) calculated by incomplete cross approximation algorithm [4] for the energy gain ∆E(x,z). Two cases are considered: collision of Au 26+ ions with an Oxigen atom at a collision energy E = 6.5 MeV/u and collision of U 28+ ions with a Xenon atom at a collision energy E = 2.5 MeV/u. The number of x-mesh points are taken equal to 2N + 1, the number ofz-mesh points is taken equal to 3N + 1 in correspondence to equations (22) and (26), ax = az = 8. The relative error of the approximation in the Frobenius norm ε and N are placed in the bottom line as a couple (ε, N ). They correspond to different numerical tests. Calculations were carried out on 1 These results were obtained by using of our implementation of the cross approximation algorithm and the low-rank format of the Slater density (11). The latest version of the cross decomposition code implemented in C++ can be downloaded from the link [40] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A new and efficient technique for computation of three-dimensional integrals based on low-rank and separated representations is proposed for the energy deposition model. Due to a general form of the integrand, which is a product of two functions with cylindrical and spherical symmetries, this methodology can be applied to many types of integrals having similar structure. Such an approach significantly reduces computational time and allows to achieve a given accuracy (because it uses the cross approximation and quadrature summations). The general concept can be applied to more complicated models (like ion-molecular collisions with electron loss and charge-changing processes) that lead to multidimensional integrals. For the multidimensional case we plan to use fast approximation techniques based on the tensor train (TT) format [9] . ACKNOWLEDGEMENT This work was partially supported by Russian Science Foundation grant 14-11-00659.
A. PHYSICAL MODEL
In this section we introduce functions and parameters involved into the definition of deposited energy integral (5) 8 Table II . Timings to compute T (b) at fixed b are presented for two cases: the DEPOSIT code (old) T D and the code based on separated representations (18) T S . Collision systems are the same as in Table I . In the third column K labeles maximum value of index in expansion (9) . The mesh (54) for radial density is taken with a t = −3, b t = 45, h t = (b t − a t )/250. The meaning of parameter θx is explained in Section 2.3. Calculations were carried out for the relative accuracy of the cross decomposition ε = 10 (22) and (26) . Simpson weights w extrapolated 0.123331858722980
where the integration is done over the whole coordinate space. Integral (31) is written for an atomic shell with principal quantum number n and orbital quantum number l labeled by γ = nl.
The energy gain ∆Eγ(p) is a kinetic energy deposited to the projectile's γ-shell by the field U (R) of the target atom.
where k = 3 by default and is an input parameter of the model. Expression (33) consists of two terms corresponding to low (35) and high
energies. Function
is defined in terms of the modified Bessel function of the second kind K 1 (x) (see [42] , p. 375, Eq. 9.6.2) with asympthotical behavior ( [42] , p. 378, Eq. 9.8.3 and p. 379, Eq. 9.8.7)
Fitting parameters φ i , χ i of the atomic field U (R) are obtained from the Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations [43] . The distance between the center of the field and the projectile electron of γ-shell is labeled by R. Atomic field is given in the Yukawa potential form
where Z is the nuclear charge of the target atom. Parameter ϑ is a relative velocity of the projectile. It is related with the collision energy of the ion-atomic system. The rest parameters vγ , ξγ, ζγ, νγ and µγ concern to fundamental properties of the projectile ion and the target atom (such as binding energy, average velocity, mean radius of the shell, atomic radius and charge). They should be considered as positive constants in the integral (31) for a given ion-atomic system for all b. Detailed description of how to calculate them can be found in [31] . Examples of input files with the original code can be downloaded from link [44] .
B. INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORM SOURCES
For integer α and real positive β inverse Laplace transform f αβ (t) of F αβ (s) from equation (10) 
where
and Γ(x) is the Gamma function. Below we present f αβ (t) explicitly for most practically usefull cases (α = 0, 1, . . . , 6). Due to the difference of normalization conditions in spherical and Cartesian coordinates for the Slater density (6)
parameter α in (6) is related to parameter µ in (42) as follows
The number of electrons in the shell γ is labeled as Nγ . Parameter µ is greater or equal to unity. It is an integer or half-integer depending on the principal quantum number n and the orbital quantum number l t + 4 5t 2 − 
The function under the integral (52) has exponential decay both in the spatial and frequency domains. Therefore the truncated trapezoidal rule gives the optimal convergence rate. It turns out to the final approximation of the form
with trapezoidal weights w k and the integrand values in the nodes e −s 2 e t k +t k f αβ (e t k ). The Gaussian-like part is split out in a separate factor in correspondence with decomposition (8) . Parameters of the formula t k = a t + kh t , h t = (b t − a t )/K (54) have to be selected in such a way that the resulting quadrature formula approximates the integral for a wide range of parameter s. Typically, the choice a t −3, b t 45, and K ∼ 250 gives good accuracy (≤ 10 −7 ). As an example, in Table II the required number of terms in sum (53) is presented. Accurate error analysis can be found in [34] .
D. CONVERGENCE RATE OF K(N ) FOR THE SLATER DENSITY SERIES
In this section we estimate an upper bound K in sum (11) which has the logarithmic dependence on the mesh size N . We follow the proof given in paper [47] 
has the following decay on the real axis (skipping the numerical factor before the exponent) P αβ (x) ≈ e −se
x −c1x , as x → ∞, c 1 =
P αβ (x) ≈ e 
This immediately implies expression (5.3) from [47] for b = min(β 2 , s), b is taken in the notation of [47] . Following then the statement I of Lemma 4.3 we may conclude, that K = O(| log ε|(| log ε| + log 1/b)) with the error ε of the approximation and b ∼ 1/N 2 .
